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Read the tips below from ConsumerReports.org to decrease your risk for getting into a deer
accident!
▫ Slow Down: Deer are most active around dawn and between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m.
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▫ Be Aware: Keep an eye out for deer crossing signs (like the one to the right) and
▫
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wooded areas in the environment around your vehicle! These environments are high
risk for animal crossing, and you want to be attentive and cautious.
Be Alert: Do not allow distractions, such as texting, in the car at ALL times - not just in deer season, but all year!
Being alert could allow you to see the slight movement of a deer or other animal in the distance, making you slow
down, and could stop an accident from happening.
Brake, don’t swerve: It is often a driver’s instinct to swerve out of danger’s way if something get’s in the way of
their vehicle. However, this can create a even more dangerous situation - losing control of your vehicle or hitting
another vehicle. Make sure you are driving the posted speed in that area, giving you enough time to slow down
and/or stop in time to let the animal pass.
Assume they have friends: Deer travel in groups. If you see one, there are likely more around the roadway even if you do not see them. Drive cautiously after seeing a deer to be as safe as possible if another decides to
jump into the roadway.
Do not rely on deer whistles: You may have heard of these aftermarket devices that get placed on the front
bumper of a vehicle. They supposedly scare off deer as your driving, but the behavior of an animal is
unpredictable. Do not rely on these whistles for your safety.
Buckle up: In all cases, if you are in your vehicle, you should be buckled up. An Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety study showed that 60% of people killed in animal-vehicle collisions were NOT wearing their seat belts. Even
if you are just driving down the street, always where a seat belt. It is better to be safe than sorry.

With these tips, we hope you can avoid any vehicle-deer collisions this upcoming season. If it does occur, give us a call
on our 24/7 Towing & Recovery Line: #610-363-9111 to get immediate roadside assistance from our crew.
We will also help educate you through the insurance claims process, which should be a COMPREHENSIVE loss.
This means it was an Act of God, not your fault, and will not go against your insurance policy.

HALLOWEEN SAFTEY:
Halloween is coming up fast, it will be here before we know it!
Make sure that children know how to safely get around on Halloween night!
Use sidewalks whenever possible, wear reflective material and
never let a child go out on their own without an adult!
Happy trick-or-treating from the Crawford’s crew!

Visit us at:

www.crawfordsac.com

Member of The Pennsylvania Collision Trade Guild

The best advertisement is the one that happens by word-of-mouth!
Share your experience with our services on Facebook, Google, and Yelp!
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At Crawford’s, we know that vehicle owners want their car to be running smoothly and reliably. This is
crucial to keep you and your loved-ones safe on the roadways. What is the key to do this?
Vehicle maintenance - and not just once a year for your inspection appointment!
1. Transmission Service: Putting this at the top of the list was no coincidence. At Crawford’s we
believe this is the most commonly overlooked part of vehicle maintenance, but plays a crucial role in
the longevity of your vehicle. During this service a mechanic will drop the transmission pan for
examination and cleaning, replace the pan gasket, replace the transmission screen, and they will
drain your transmission fluid and refill it with the new, manufacturer recommended, transmission
fluid. This step in maintenance is crucial to give your vehicle the power and control it needs.
2. Windshield Washer Fluid: Windshield washer fluid is important in keeping your path of vision
clean and clear, but it’s also one of the most commonly refilled fluids in your vehicle.
3. Engine Oil: This oil keeps your engine and its parts lubricated and running smoothly. To check the
level, make sure your car is cooled down and open the hood. Pull out the oil tank dipstick, wipe it
with a clean cloth or towel, then dip it once more. When you pull it back out you will see where the
oil line is, and this will indicate if the levels are high or low.
4. Coolant: Especially on any hot days, it’s important to make sure that your coolant is at the level it
needs to be. This can be complicated to check on your own because you need specific tools to get
the job done. Feel free to call Crawford’s to make an appointment and we can help you check this
out!
5. Brake Fluid: Making sure your brakes work properly is one of the most important steps in car
maintenance. This includes checking the brake fluid. After finding and opening your brake fluid
reservoir under your vehicle’s hood, make sure that it is within a half-inch of the reservoir cap. If it
is not, it should be refilled. If the brake fluid is dark in color, it should be replaced.
6. Power Steering Fluid: Keeping this at an appropriate level is crucial in having reliable power
steering in controlling your vehicle’s wheels. Looking under the hood you should be able to find the
cap that (usually) says “steering,” on it. Do the same process you did with the engine oil - pull the
dipstick out, clean it, then dip it back in, and pull it out again - to see your vehicle’s power steering
fluid level.
Stop by our office, or call #610-269-1610, to see how the Crawford’s crew can help you today!

In Chester County hurricane season lasts from
June to the end of November. Our crew members are
regularly called out to recover vehicles caught in floods,
and we have been surprised to learn that many vehicle
owners do not realize the destruction and danger that
flooding can cause.

because drivers try to go through flooded
roadways.
▫ Do NOT drive around road barriers. They are meant
to keep you safe. Even if water looks shallow, it
may be much deeper than you think.
What happens if your vehicle gets caught in a
flood?
Read the following facts from the National
Weather Service:
▫ DO NOT drive your vehicle after it was left in
flooded waters. Even if the water
▫ In only 6 inches of water, a driver can lose control
didn’t get above your bumper, it
of their vehicle.
could have reached the
▫ 12 inches of water can move a small vehicle.
undercarriage and possible gotten
▫ 2 feet or more of rapidly moving water can dislodge
into the engine’s intake.
and carry most vehicles away.
▫ Flooding is a COMPREHENSIVE
▫ An average of 100 flood-related deaths occur
loss - “An act of God” - which
each year.
means you are not responsible
▫ About half of the flood-related drowning occur
for the damage.
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During the course of handling auto body collision
repair claims a common situation arises where we have to
ask our customers if they have purchased a full coverage
automobile policy or one that is discounted. The majority
of our customers advise they have purchased a full
coverage policy. However, you may want to take a look at
your automobile insurance policy to better understand your
coverage.
Customers purchase their insurance policies based
on television, internet, radio commercials and price without
ever taking the time to read how their coverage is written.
Customers will purchase a cheaper policy, expecting it to
cover everything their previous policy did. If you purchased
your policy based on those television commercials that say
you are in “Good Hands” with Allstate or that State Farm is
a “Good Neighbor,” you may have a lesson to learn.
Progressive’s lady in white - Flo, Geico’s friendly green
gecko, and the Farmers “Hall Of Claims” actor J.K.
Simmons promoting Farmers insurance services and what
they have paid does not depict the real world and what a
policy holder receives in actual claims coverage. The
television ads are selling you people and slogans that make
you feel good about their products.
If you are looking for repairs based on your
vehicle’s original manufacturer’s recommendations you
should read the insurance policy before you buy it. We can
go on and on and explain how each commercial is
promising something they cannot deliver but you can do
this the quick and easy way just by understanding your
insurance policy. Please read your auto insurance policy!
Unless you are a high risk policy holder or have
purchased a limited policy, most vehicles owners believe

they have purchased a full coverage policy until they need
to use it. For example, your vehicle sustains a loss and you
contact the insurance company for repairs. It is at this
point when the damage repair estimate prepared by your
insurance company’s appraiser is written following the
guidelines outlined in your policy. Or you may have
selected the photo estimating method of claim handling,
which is even more exasperating as your claim evolves into
the actual repair process. You will see terms like alternative
parts, aftermarket parts, non-original parts or
reconditioned parts printed out on your estimate. We deal
with this situation on a regular basis and when the
insurance company appraiser is asked about the parts
listed on the estimate, the appraiser responds, “That’s
what they paid for. If they want original manufactured
parts they will have to pay the difference.”
This does create a problem at Crawford’s Auto
Center due to the fact we cannot guarantee your repairs if
the vehicle is repaired with the use of non-original parts
and we cannot guarantee the safety of the repairs with
alternative/imitation parts. This creates problems you did
not anticipate when you purchased your coverage.
A coat of paint can hide a multitude of sins. I
repeat, a coat of paint can hide a multitude of sins. As this
statement sinks into your mind and makes sense
throughout the topic of this message you need to ask
yourself, have I purchased a full coverage or discounted
auto insurance policy. The easiest way to find out is to ask
your auto body collision repair professional how your
insurance company will handle your loss in the event of an
accident.

Every year we like to remind our customers of all of the hazards fall
may bring. Alongside keeping an eye out for deer,
we urge you to look out for leaves!
Leaves that fall on the roadway can become a dangerous road
hazard, especially if they get wet during a storm. Wet leaves are
equivalent to ice in the winter, your tires will lose traction and your
car might slide out of your control.
Be alert and steer clear of wet leaves this fall!

